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The Power of a Believer Who Never Gives Up
on His Missions or His Friends
I knew Kevin from my days while living in Dallas. I never
thought that our kids would have been swimming together.
Kevin Sorbo and I have known each other for years. We
had a mutual friend, his roommate Jeff Weber whom I was
dating when we were all living in Dallas. Kevin was acting
and taking some modeling gigs. Actors have to be creative in
making money until they land that big job! One of Kevin’s
creative jobs was unwittingly preparing him for his lead role
in Hercules. Kevin was working as a bouncer at a place called
Confetti’s. It was a happening place. You may have heard of
some big names that both walked and danced these floors
including Mark Cuban and Ross Perot. It would not have
been a surprise seeing some celebrities there while passing
through Dallas. Smart exposure for Kevin plus he knew
how to keep those Texas men who are known to be rowdy
after a few drinks in line. Kevin has always been a very nice
looking man. I remember heading out to visit his roommate
Jeff and my girlfriends would plead to come with me so that
they could see Kevin. He was already a star then and did
not even know it. I had one girlfriend actually try to climb
up to Kevin’s bedroom window but she did not quite make
it. Even then I remember seeing that he was more than
just muscles and good looks. Kevin was a sincere, kind, and
intelligent man. He would always be reading a new book.
The thing that impressed me the most was his down to earth
nature and his loyalty to his friends. Kevin moved to LA to
continue his acting career and coincidentally I also moved
to LA a little later. When in LA I remember seeing him in
Mitchum commercials. I remember being so happy for him,
thinking that this was a big gig.
Some years passed after his Hercules days. I found myself
living in the bay area and working on my book. While out
with my daughter’s middle school principal, we ran into
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